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Dimatec has updated its product line not
just in terms of design, but in techno-
logy as well. The high-performance

SMD 5630 and Power LEDs (used primarily for
spotlights) are now flanked by the new COB,
currently applied on selected spots and LED
bars. The 200 LB 800 CD is just one of the
innovations proposed at the upcoming
Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf: a LED bar that
incorporates a circuit equipped with a touch
button that allows users to select the color
temperature, ranging without interruption
from 3200K to 6200K, i.e. from warm to cool
lighting. 
«We're keeping abreast in terms of technolo-
gy development for LED systems, which are
moving ahead at an incredible pace, » states
Alexander Vohwinkel, Key Account Manager
for Dimatec. «Last year we presented an ultra-
flat technology with the new SMD 5630 LEDs,
and this year we're introducing the all-new
COB technology, and we have several pro-
ducts already available. It's much more effi-
cient and has a broader angle compared to
conventional LEDs, providing a lighting effect
that is similar to incandescent or fluorescent
lights, but with the duration and energy saving
specifications of LEDs. Up until just a few years
ago, when LED lighting systems on recreatio-
nal vehicles were provided on high-end
models only, seeing individual LEDs - whether
lit or even off - was a plus that certainly appea-
led to designers. Today, the trend has moved
towards a more uniform lighting, hiding the
details. Dotted lights are not pleasant, so
we're focusing on COB technology.»
Dimatec is presenting new models in its line of
ML ceiling fixtures; last year with 3 round  and
one oval version, now completed by a series of
rectangular ceiling lights offered in different
sizes. A special feature of the ML range, which

is available both with and without a central
touch button, is its thin 10 mm design. The
line of ceiling light fixtures are offered in two
acrylic bases; the lower one with a mirror
finish, and the upper one transparent with a
brushed polish effect alongside the LEDs, whe-
reas the support base and dissipater are in alu-
minium. These models can be provided with
secondary lighting with customizable colors
and a touch button that varies the lighting
intensity or switch on the secondary lighting
only. The acrylic bases, create a perimeter light
setting around the body. 
«The new ML ceiling lights feature a simple,
elegant, ultra-thin design,» continues

Vohwinkel, «A project that also allows us easi-
ly create customized designs without exten-
ding development or delivery times. This is an
important part of our production philosophy
at Dimatec. We essentially operate with two
production modes: on the one hand, we pro-
vide standard products we develop in line with
our creative ideas, and on the other hand we
create exclusive product designs. Dimatec is
renowned in terms of distribution and compo-
nents, but in the lighting sector we want to
emphasize that we're a manufacturer first and
foremost. We have our own moulds, equip-
ment and designers, even though production
actually takes place in China and Taiwan.

When lighting is also 
innovation and creativity
Dimatec will be making an appearance at the Düsseldorf Caravan Salon for the
second consecutive year (Hall 13 - Stand E85), presenting a wide range of proposals,
many of them innovative products. Starting with its range of ML ultra-flat ceiling fix-
tures featuring a touch button, right up to Awning lighting systems, arm support spo-
tlights, recessed spotlights, LED bars, and the all-new vehicle tail lights. 
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We're an essential partner for recreational vehicle manufacturers,
because we can propose solutions that satisfy design criteria while pro-
viding the best lighting conditions, taking into account available budge-
tary considerations.»
Among the innovative products is the new AW7 awning light, which
inherits the appealing design of the smaller AW5, in a much longer ver-
sion. Launched in 2012, the AW5 was a best seller, but its dimensions
of just 364 mm in length rendered it aesthetically unsuitable on the
external walls of vehicles over seven on eight meters long. Hence the
new AW7, equipped with a drain channel for door top installation,
measuring 635 mm in length and providing roughly 40% more lighting
power. Innovative ideas for garage lights as well, now updated from
neon lighting to LED technology. The new 200 GBL3BT is designed to
be installed in the gas bottle compartment, a space that is often dark,
and where lighting is required for changing bottles during the night.
The light is fully sealed, integrating a touch button, which is also her-
metically sealed, in accordance with regulatory standards. 
«We can provide systems for any type of recreational vehicle: from
smaller pure campers to caravans, cells for pick-ups, entry level motor-
homes and more expensive vehicle models, including Premium motor-
homes,» continues Vohwinkel, «With a consolidated customer base,
we're also in a position to develop projects for small series. Although it
may not be commercially relevant, this activity allows us to 
work hand in hand with the Research and Development team, proces-
sing new ideas and solutions that often lead to interesting inputs.»
Yet another innovation is the range of support arm spotlights, entirely

revisited by eliminating the models that were no longer up-to-date, and
replacing 80% of them with newer versions. 
The new tail lights series will also be showcased, proposing models for
rear third brake lights, multi-function bumper encased lights (stop
lights, fog lights, reverse and turn signalling lights), marker lights and
LED bars. 
«We weren't expecting so much success for a new series that lies a lit-
tle outside our normal range of expertise,» concludes Vohwinkel,
«Instead, already after the previous Düsseldorf Caravan Salon, we sup-
plied the Sea group and the British manufacturer Bailey. This year, we're
ready to further develop this new range of Dimatec products. We'll be
present at the German trade fair with a stand that is nearly double com-
pared to last year.»

Aspecialist supplier of lighting for recreational vehicles,
Dimatec S.p.a. has been in business for over three deca-
des. Established in 1983, it traces its roots even further

back, to when founder Richard Pirovino began operating in the
original-equipment industry as long ago as 1974. In 1989, the
firm entered the lighting sector with its own range of lamps; a
few years later, it launched Veralux, a 12-Volt, 11-Watt fluore-
scent outdoor lamp that soon became a bestseller in the cara-
vanning market. Dimatec operates both in the original-equip-
ment market and in the aftermarket. We sell our own products
while also acting as sales agents bringing together recreational-
vehicle manufacturers and component producers, offering a
huge gamut of accessories and spares. Dimatec has been ISO
9001:2000-certified from November 1999. Ever since, the com-
pany has worked tirelessly to enhance its internal processes for
reaching its objectives while constantly striving to provide better
and better customer service. In 2009, we upgraded our certifi-
cation to the new ISO 9001:2008 standard.

Contact:
Alexander Vohwinkel
vohwinkel@dimatec.it
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